Every month I summarize the most important probate cases in Michigan. Now I publish my
summaries as a service to colleagues and friends. I hope you find these summaries useful and I
am always interested in hearing thoughts and opinions on these cases.
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BASEBALL:
STAN THE MAN
Stan Musial has passed away and baseball has lost another icon. As clean as the PED players
were dirty, he without controversy of any kind dominated baseball from 1941 to 1963. In 1962,
at age 41, he had 433 at bats and hit .330, playing in 135 games. He did not play in 1945. If we
use his 1944 and 1946 stats as a benchmark he would have amassed, in a career, over 3800 hits
and 2000 RBIs; not that his current stats are shabby. At first base he had a .992 fielding average
and in the outfield .984. He had as many hits on the road as at home.
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In re Guardianship of THOMAS NORBURY
STATE OF MICHIGAN COURT OF APPEALS
–continued–
He will be remembered for his batting stance, his achievements, his community activism, his 71
years of marriage and his class; world class. Stan, you gave us excitement and a load of
memories.
REVIEW OF CASE:
Reference Files:

Effect of an Appearance
Jurisdiction Over a Non Party
Discretion
Abuse of Discretion
Review of Terms of Trust De Novo Standings

This case is a well-reasoned Opinion on a variety of subjects until the last paragraph where in
pure dicta it gives the defeated party legal assistance by way of a road map.
Beneficiary was legally incapacitated. Appellee is her Guardian. Appellee asked the Probate
Court for fees. The trustee was not a party to that matter. The trustee was also beneficiary’s sister
and appeared in the fee matter in pro per. She said to the court that the Trust, for benefit of the
Ward, was discretionary and would not pay the guardian’s bill. The court ordered her to do so.
Appellant sought rehearing claiming the Trust was not a party, hence, there was no jurisdiction.
Further, that she had discretion to deny payment pursuant to the terms of the Trust. The Lower
Court denied rehearing saying her appearance in court vested jurisdiction and the Trust by using
the words “obligation” in a paragraph that mentioned “mental incapacity” was not discretionary
in this instance.
Jurisdiction: The Court of Appeals invokes the “two hat” theory. Just because you are a
fiduciary and a relative, your appearance in the latter capacity does not constitute an appearance
in the former.
Effect of Appearance: Also jurisdiction must be invoked it doesn’t just “occur”. The court
correctly cites MCR 2.117(B) to the effect that filing an Appearance does not confer or enlarge
jurisdiction.
Discretion: The court correctly states that the reviewing of the interpretation of the terms of a
Trust Agreement is de novo. The Court of Appeals distinguishes the totality of discretion from a
phrase allowing payment of obligation during incompetency. It opines that the latter determined
a methodology of payment (to the third party not the beneficiary) and not a dilution of the
discretionary paragraph.
Dicta: After the ruling was concluded the court closes by saying the trustee “may” have abused
her discretion by not paying an obligation that was in beneficiary’s best interest and that as the
trustee’s children were successors in interest “which certainly encourages speculation regarding
her ability to exercise her discretion”, but the court does not go into this of course because the
Probate Court had no jurisdiction.
This is a bad dicta and bad law. Most Trusts and trustees are “intra familial”. A trustee often has
discretion which, if invoked in a certain manner, may benefit a familial remainder person. The
Court of Appeals allowed some party to stick its nose in a matter the Settlor knew of ab initio.
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